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News for 2002 
Thoughts on a New Year 

 

You may have seen my post under the thread “Merry Christmas…” on our HTR message board recently.  
It stated that for a few people, the year 2002 will emerge as a career year and significant high point in 
their journey as a horseplayer.  This happens when hard work and preparation ram head on into good luck 
at a favorable crossroads in time.  It hits like a tidal wave, winning in unexpected and overwhelming 
magnitude, again and again.  Often resulting in a confident revision to every aspect of life.  I see it happen 
to a handful of customers every year and they are changed people.  But with the sweet for some, there 
also comes the bitter for others. 
 
The year 2001 may be good riddance for many of you.  An inexplicable and entirely unfair losing streak 
may have occurred.  Maybe your handicapping was very good but you were stuck with a bad case of 
“seconditus” and kept losing photos and inquiries.  A new year and a fresh start will/should iron out the 
inequities.  Good handicappers do not stay in a funk forever.  Eventually it all comes together and the 
winning falls right into your lap.   
 
Win streaks and repeated success are usually the result of diligent study combining with advantageous 
opportunity.  At the right intersection in time the winning run may seem effortless and providential.  Yet 
losing under the same circumstances lacks an easy explanation.  The law of averages and the cycles of 
fortune are the only rationale.  Any two individuals with the exact same information and apparent 
prospects can have decidedly different outcomes due to their key choices and decisions.   
 
The result of our momentary decisions and choices has such a powerful impact on our entire life story.  
We have all read the accounts of the lucky people that didn’t make the flight – that crashed.  They 
hesitated at the right moment (this happened to several individuals that missed flights on 9/11) and that 
single instance changed the entire course of their lives.  Every time there is a big lottery score, it seems 
there is a story about someone that chose to join the pool at the last moment and won millions by tossing 
in a dollar or two; or the fool that refused his friends for a few bucks and it cost him millions.  For most of 
us, it is a choice of education or job or living space that seemed relatively unimportant at a young age, but 
dramatically impacted our financial standing, marriage and family situation down the road.   
 
At the age of 17 yours truly set out to find a summer job.  Living in the Anaheim area I had many choices 
and zero expectation of finding anything permanent before starting college.  Circumstance took me to 
Disneyland’s employment office one morning.  In the twinkling of an eye much of the rest of my life was 
determined when they hired me as a ride operator.  I met my future wife there and also met the people that 
would lead me to a passion for the mathematics of gambling and thoroughbred racing.  I wonder how my 
live would have turned out if I had gone to any other job interview on my list that day.  The recent movie 
“Family Man” with Nicholas Cage is a fascinating look at how a single innocuous decision can have 
incredible consequences. 
 
As a horseplayer how can we sense the moment like that?  Ever turned down a friend to go in on an exotic 
wager and they won big time and you had to hear “I told you so” from then on?  Or maybe the opposite 
happened and you gave someone $24 for a piece of a wild trifecta ticket and split $5,000 with them five 
minutes later.  How do we know when the time is right?  What is the cue that strikes us when a sudden 
windfall is about to occur?   
 
We have all experienced a hot run at the track – where nothing could go wrong - we were omnipotent.  It 
happened for a reason, often because we noticed nuances that were not apparent to others, such as a subtle 
bias for a specific velocity factor to predominate.  Winning streaks at the races are rarely blind luck.  In 
the real estate business they repeat the success mantra “location, location, location”.  Handicappers should 
repeat “details, details, details” as that is how patterns and knowledge get accumulated into our mind.  I 
can almost guarantee that your last winning streak was a time of sharp attention to detail.  Here’s hoping 
you find “the zone” in 2002, and stay focused as there is a whole sea of money to be won out there.  
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News for Handicappers 
California Phone Wagering Law on the Books but not in the Home 

 

We should have known this was going to happen.  At last they legalize in California the ability bet on the 
Internet, telephone and possibly other options.  The repercussions for the entire industry would be 
profound.  Instead of having it ready for us News Years Day, we wake up and there was nothing. 
 
Last autumn, the legislative bill legalizing telephone and Internet wagering was signed by the Governor of 
California.  Its purpose was to give Golden State residents the opportunity to bet from home with the legal 
blessing of the authorities.  Racetracks in all parts of California are tough to attend in person.  It requires a 
long and traffic clogged freeway ride for almost everyone.  I used to drive it every day when I was 
playing the circuit full time.  To arrive at Santa Anita by post time required leaving my house by 11am.  
The drive home at rush hour was horrendous and took two hours on bad days. There are no off-track 
facilities except the already sanctioned and existing racetracks and fairgrounds for simulcasting.  My 
closest location is Los Alamitos racetrack and it is 30 minutes from my house without traffic.  Anyone 
serious about betting horses in California, and especially those with day jobs, must find alternatives to the 
simulcast centers.  Most of the options are technically illegal and take money out of the state in any case.  
The bill that legalized these wagering options was long overdue and expected to be enacted on January 1, 
2002.  But snafus and squabble once again frustrate anything good for the horseplayer.        
 
The story goes that Magna Entertainment (led by Frank Stronach) wanted to share his Santa Anita and 
Golden Gate signals with TV-G and they could partner up for an immediate license and get going in 
California.  But the answer was “no” because TV-G wanted to honor its existing exclusivity agreements.  
TV-G is essentially a puppet on a string for the Churchill Downs Simulcast Network (CDSN).  The CDSN 
and Magna have turned their competitive standing into a personal animosity and the result is 
fragmentation, delay and disappointment for racing fans.   
 
The sad kicker to this is YouBet.  The pioneer company has been beaten down by so many state laws and 
industry squabbles it was forced to merge with a money-losing TV-G for survival.  The CA wagering law 
should have been the right antidote for YouBet, but instead, thanks to their new partner, they are still shut 
out when the big opportunity came up.   
 
Apparently getting licensed to provide phone and Internet service is no piece of cake either.  I have 
received email from WinTicket, among others, stating that they are temporarily suspending all California 
accounts until their license is approved under the new law.  I wonder how much red tape and wasted time 
that will take.  So now we are essentially worse off than before, as there are no US providers able to take 
bets from California residents.  There are plenty of bookies and offshore casinos willing to take the 
money however and that is where the money is going to go for some.  For most of us though, it means 
just not betting at all.  Can you think of any other business or industry that does more to turn-off willing 
customers than thoroughbred horse racing? 
 
In a few months, when they sort all this out, the most likely scenario will be fragmentation.  Instead of 
several different providers competing for our business by offering incentives such as rebates, we will be 
forced to sign up with all of them in order to wager on every major track.  This means we will have to 
deposit funds with two more entities in order to wager on tracks that are less than 100 miles apart in 
southern California.   
 
There is a terrific and funny show on HBO called “Curb your Enthusiasm”.  Methinks that title is the 
perfect moniker for horseplayers that await good things in customer service.  
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News for Handicappers 
Gulfstream vs. Santa Anita - Statistical Comparison 

 

During the winter months between January and March, two warm weather racetracks monopolize the 
North American thoroughbred sport.  Gulfstream (Miami) and Santa Anita (Los Angeles) can garner as 
much as 50% of the entire satellite handle on some weekdays.  Both tracks were shrewdly bought by 
Canadian billionaire Frank Stronach in the late 1990’s.  Being on opposite coasts allows a non-
competitive timeframe for much of the race day, allowing bettors to focus on one or the other with only a 
few races overlapping.  
 
Beyond their undisputed popularity with bettors, the two tracks are different in many ways.  The chart 
below will emphasize some the differences statistically.  All data below is derived strictly from last year’s 
winter meeting at each track.  Percentages shown are a percentage of all races carded during the meet.  
 
I tem                                  GP          SA  

Avg Races per week*                   65          43 
 

Avg Field Size                       9.1         7.9 
 

ML Favorite win%                    28.2%       32.6% 
 

Winners paying < $5                 14.8%       19.4% 
 

Longshot Winners ($19+)             18.8%       14.9% 
 

Race type Graded Stakes             06.0%       04.4% 
          Alw/Stake(not Graded)     24.6%       28.6% 
          Claiming                  34.5%       41.7% 
          Msw                       14.8%       12.4% 
          Mcl                       20.1%       12.9% 
 

Age 2yr old races**                 00.0%       03.3% 
    3yr old races                   44.6%       32.0% 
    Older horses                    55.4%       64.7% 
 

HTR Level Par < 95                  16.2%       09.7% 
          Par 95-99                 34.9%       26.9% 
          Par 100-104               40.6%       43.6% 
          Par 105 +                 08.3%       19.8% 
 

Claiming races < 10k                04.0%       00.0% 
 

Carded Dirt Sprints                 51.3%       50.4% 
       Turf Sprints***              00.7%       08.4% 
       Dirt Routes                  28.4%       24.5% 
       Turf Routes                  19.6%       16.7% 
 
 
(*) based on average 6 day week for GP, and a typical 5 day week for SA. 
 
 

(**) Gulfstream carded no 2yr races.  Santa Anita (shamefully) runs a number of 2.0f dashes for 2yr in the second 
half of the meet. 
 

(***) Gulfstream ran a few 5.0f turf races last year.  Santa Anita runs all turf sprints at @6.5f on the hillside turf 
course, one of the most unique races in North America as it features a right hand turn about half-way down the hill. 
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Gulfstream and Santa Anita – Checking the Stats 
 

Five years ago when Gulfstream began to surge in national popularity due to simulcasting, it was easy to 
make a case that GP vs. SA was an argument about quantity vs. quality.  But Gulfstream has drawn closer 
to Santa Anita in terms of quality of racing stock while maintaining an incredibly high number of entrants 
with a six-day racing week.  Take note of the following from the chart on page 4……..  
 

• Gulfstream still runs a few $8,000 claimers, yet they have nearly reached the Santa Anita level of 
carding claiming races at a minimum $10,000 claim price.  Both tracks card $25,000 maiden 
claimers as the minimum for non-winners.  SA was forced to drop to this level after decades of 
keeping the $32,000 Mcl as their bottom. 

 

Tracks in SoCal now write a clever starter allowance that keeps some cheap horses from leaving the area to run 
in inexpensive claimers elsewhere.  These non-claiming starter allowance (STR) races allow only maiden 
claiming winners from the bottom levels to participate.  This way they keep cheap horses on the grounds 
without having to stoop to a $7,500 or $5,000 claiming bracket; as most M25 or M32 winners are not good 
enough to compete against the rugged regular $10,000 claiming fields in southern California.   
 
• Santa Anita maintains a healthy edge over Gulfstream in terms of Graded Stakes and particularly 

Grade I events for older horses.  But often they are fields of 5 or 6 and feature a heavy favorite.  
The 3-year-old Derby preps are excellent at both SA and GP and the Msw competition for the 
high potential sophomores is outstanding at both locations. 

 

• Speaking of 3-year-old racing, notice the incredibly high percentage of daily action that 
Gulfstream cards for them.  Nearly 45% of their races are written for 3-year-olds only.  That is a 
very significant item to take notice of if you are playing GP.  Races for 3-year-olds at all class 
levels early in the year are highly volatile due to sudden maturity and rapid improvement of the 
youngsters.  If you play multiple race exotics such as the p3, p4, p6, you are likely to be dealing 
with one or more “3yr” or “3yF” races in the sequence.   

 

• Gulfstream must run 10 or 11 races on weekdays just to keep up with demand by horseman.  
Santa Anita runs 8 race cards on weekdays and fills many of those with bad maiden claimers 
(check the chart on page 4 and notice the high percentage of Mcl carded at SA).  Worse, “the 
great race place” has stooped to running 2-year-old races as early as March in 2.0f dashes that are 
nothing more than a parimutuel gate workout for babies.  Disgraceful and obvious filler on 
weekday cards that should be stopped. 

 

• On the chart on page 4, the HTR-PAR gives us an interesting perspective of the quality of horses 
stabled at each track.  SA still has a healthy edge over GP in terms of quantity of race at 100 or 
better PAR.  But as the PAR increases, the average field size drops.  GP cards a fatter percentage 
of the competitive claiming races (par 94-101) with full fields that attract horseplayers.    

 
In the final analysis, Gulfstream is the more interesting track for bettors.  Less chalk, more longshots, full 
fields and lots of competitive races with many challenges for handicappers place GP at the top of most 
horseplayer popularity lists.  Santa Anita is a beautiful racetrack with the best jockeys and trainers in 
America running the finest thoroughbreds in small fields on the weekends.  To fill out its day-to-day cards 
though, they often have to write some pathetic races to get larger fields and maintain bettor interest.   
 
So far this meeting, SA is featuring some outstanding large fields.  It may have benefited greatly from an 
8-day hiatus of racing in California through Christmas.  Because it lies in the largest horseplayer 
population center (SoCal) and has a monopoly on the early evening in the Eastern time-zone, its mutuel 
handle is the highest in the nation this time of year.  Its purses reflect the betting action and its Msw races 
now approach the $50,000 level.  That blows away all other winter tracks including GP paying about 
$38,000 for their best maiden purse.  Santa Anita’s daily pick-6 pools are absolutely unrivaled in the 
winter and a big attraction for the big players and syndicates.  Despite its obvious problems, Santa Anita 
is still one of the key icons of thoroughbred racing in the United States.   
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Data Analysis 
Gulfstream and Santa Anita   Longshots and Heavy Chalk 

 

Let’s take these two tracks and test for different race types in two categories.  HChalk (heavy chalk) with 
payoffs under $5, which almost certainly indicates the winner was the favorite and strictly a horse at less 
then 3/2 odds.  The other category is Longs in which the winner must have paid $19 or more.   
 
To establish a benchmark, let’s look at the national average overall  
 
 

Chalk vs. Longs %     All tracks    All dist/surf/age/sex 
 

Type of race            HCHALK%             Longs% 
 

All                      19.5                15.6  
 

Together the HChalk% + Longs% add up to about 35% of all winners.  The other 65% pay somewhere 
between $5 and $19.  As handicappers, we know we need to focus on the extremes and that is the purpose 
of this page, to uncover situations at SA and GP that will provide with special knowledge. 

 
Now we look specifically at races run at SA and GP last season.  The percentages shown are based on the 
totals from that type of race only.   

 
Chalk vs. Longs %     Gulfstream Park 2001     

 

Type of race        HCHALK%         Longs% 
 

Alw/Stakes           20.7            15.6 
Claiming              9.6            19.2 
Msw                  13.2            20.5 
Mcl                  18.3            23.9 
 
Dirt sprint          15.8            16.9 
Dirt Route           14.5            19.2 
Turf Route           13.1            24.3 
 
 

Chalk vs. Longs %     Santa Anita Park 2001     
 

Type of race        HCHALK%         Longs% 
 

Alw/Stakes           27.3            10.7 
Claiming             15.2            15.6 
Msw                  12.4            17.5 
Mcl                  21.8            20.2 
 
Dirt sprint          17.8            17.4 
Dirt Route           19.7            15.0 
Turf Sprint          25.0            17.9 
Turf Route           21.4            13.4 
 

Analysis 
Definitive longshot tilt comes when the Longs% reaches 20.0% or more.  There is only one such case at 
SA (Mcl).  There are several at GP, especially turf routes and maidens.  If the Longs% drops below 15.0 
then you are wasting your time trying to find a price, particularly if the HChalk% is high.   
 
The most extreme case on the chart occurs at SA with Alw/Stakes races.  The HChalk% is more than 
double the paltry number of Longs%.  Keep in mind that not all races have a horse that is bet down below 
3/2.  So when the number is as high as we see it in this category at SA, it indicates the public is doing a 
very good job of picking the right horse and betting on their opinion with zeal.  At GP the claiming races 
are ripe for chalk beating – no intelligent handicapper should be betting a low odds claimer there.   
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Data Analysis 
Test on Request - Quirin Speed Point Ranking  

 

There was considerable feedback last month regarding both the December newsletter perspective on the 
Quirin speed points and the same data appearing in the HTR2001 software.  “Glen” asked on our message 
board if there was any value in ranking the Quirin speed points.  My reply, along with others was that 
there were too many ties to make it worthwhile.  “Carl” suggested using the Fr1 ranking to break the ties.  
Good idea, let’s give it a try and maybe we’ll find something that will benefit us.    
 
The first chart below ranks the Quirin speed points (Qp) based on highest as best with no tie-breakers.  If 
you need more background on the Qp, please read the December newsletter and refer to Dr. William 
Quirin’s book “Computer Discoveries in Thoroughbred Handicapping” which also has a discourse on 
impact value that will be used in the test output here. 
 
Ties in the sampling are a great way to pad your statistics when marketing a handicapping product.  
Software developers have used the technique for years.  For example, suppose I advertise that the HTR 
Class rating (CLA) “wins 40% with its #1 ranked horses with an average mutuel of $7.00.”  Wow – you’ll 
make a fortune!  On the surface this statistic is true. The problem is that that Class rating is a whole 
number (Integer) and has numerous ties for the top ranking, often 2 or more are tied for the top spot in the 
same race.  Any factor that tends to be numerically close for most of the entrants will inevitably have a lot 
of ties, thus inflating the win percentage because there were multiple chances for the #1 rank to win.   
 
I do one of two things with the data you see in HTR software programs and the newsletter testing to keep 
it honest.  Either break the tie with some common factor, or publish the impact value (I.V.) to gain a fair 
perspective on the win%.  The ROI statistic can also help determine if it is necessary to break the ties at 
all.  For example, the “F” running style in HTR emerges infrequently – but sometimes there are two or 
more in the same race.  Rather than break the ties, we pretend to wager $1 on each “F” we find.  If the 
ROI is profitable (1.00 or higher) then we don’t care if there are multiple instances in the same race as 
long as betting all of them made money.   
 
My own studies have shown that the best and easiest tiebreaker mechanism to apply to data is the jockey 
365-day win percentage.  The higher percentage jockey will outrun the other tied opponent at a ratio of 
about 60/40.  Jockey win% has proven an excellent method to break ties for HTR.  We’ll test it using the 
Qp ranking and compare it with the Fr1 tiebreaker results later in this article. 
 
The data below is derived from a 2-year sample of about 100,000 races.  I used only fast dirt races 
between 5.5 – 10 furlongs.  No maidens were tested.  Turf, wet tracks and maiden races have many 
“holes” and unknowns that distort the reality of a factor such as the Quirin speed points, so they were left 
out of this query.  Remember that with Quirin speed points, we are ranking from highest to lowest and 8 
points is the maximum and zero is the minimum.  Comments follow each chart.  
 
Qp ranked (no tiebreak)  Non-maidens  Fast dirt 5.5-10.0f  
 

Ra
   

nk      %Horses         %Winners        I.V.         ROI 

  1        21.2             28.9          1.32         0.84 
  2        10.1             12.1          1.20         0.82   
  3        12.5             13.3          1.06         0.82 
  4        13.7             13.4          0.97         0.76 
  5        13.6             12.1          0.89                    
  6        11.8              9.2          0.78 
  7         8.2              5.7          0.70 
  8         4.8              3.1          0.64 
  9+        4.1              2.2          0.54                            
                              

         (100.0)          (100.0)           
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Data Analysis 
Quirin Speed Point Ranking…. continued 

 

Referring to the chart on page 6. 
 

%Horses   This represents the percentage of all horses in the sample that were computed in that ranking. 
 

%Winners   The percentage from all winners in the sample that won at that ranking. 
 

I.V.  Impact Value.   (%winners divided by %horses).  An impact value greater than 1.50 is statistically 
significant, and impact value greater than 2.00 has a strong statistical correlation for the factor. 
 

ROI   Return on investment.  Bet $1 on every sample horse tested in each category.  An ROI of 1.00 is 
break even.  ROI in the range of 0.80 is normal for track takeout and breakage and represents a factor that 
has minimal profit potential.  
 
Recalling what I wrote earlier about how easy it is to cheat with ties, we can truthfully state that (without 
a tiebreaker) the #1 ranked Quirin speed point horses will win nearly 29% of these races.  There are 
obviously numerous ties for the #1 ranking when dealing with this factor as the %horses exceeds 21%.  
Typical will be the race where the high Qp is +6 and there are two or three entrants with that total.  The 
impact value for the #1 rank didn’t exceed our minimum benchmark for success of 1.50, so hopefully one 
of our tiebreakers (below) will gives us better separation.  
 
The chart below uses the Fr1 ranking (paceline mode 5) from HTR to break the ties with the Qp.  
Velocity f/p/s factors such as Fr1 are rarely tied between any two horses because they are in decimal 
format.  The higher ranked Fr1 runner will break a tie among Quirin points only, but will have no effect 
on the overall ranking.  For example, suppose a horse with +7 Qp is ranked (4) in Fr1.  Another runner 
has +6 Qp but is accorded the (1) ranking with Fr1.  The +7 horse still prevails in the final Qp rank.  
However if both runners were +7, the Fr1 (1) would be given the nod and the tie broken to his advantage 
when testing the data below. 
 
Qp ranked (tiebreak w/Fr1)  Non-maidens  Fast-Dirt 5.5-10.0f  
 

Ra   

nk      %Horses         %Winners        I.V.         ROI 

  1        12.7             19.1          1.50         0.87 
  2        12.6             15.6          1.24         0.82   
  3        12.6             14.1          1.12         0.82 
  4        12.6             13.0          1.03         0.79 
  5        12.5             12.4          0.99                    
  6        12.4              9.8          0.79 
  7         9.6              7.1          0.74 
  8         6.7              4.3          0.64 
  9+        8.3              4.6          0.55                            
                              

         (100.0)          (100.0)     
 
The Fr1 ranking did a near perfect job of breaking all the ties.  The impact value on the highest ranked Qp 
horse hits right on the 1.50 quality benchmark and the ROI is higher than the previous test.  However, the 
value of ranking the Quirin speed points is still debatable.  Large sample testing of Fr1 by itself will 
surely produce superior ROI than found here with a similar win percentage.   
 
While the Quirin speed point ranking may not be particularly productive on its own, it could be a worthy 
inclusion into an export utility.  The ability to find the top Qp horse while running a query may prove 
beneficial to some of you that are searching for early speed spot plays.  So I will add it to the export if 
enough people agree on the benefits.   
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Data Analysis 
Quirin Speed Point Ranking…. continued 

 

Finally, let’s test the same data with our standard HTR tiebreaker - jockey 365-day win percentage.  Over 
the years I have tested many handicapping factors that required separation of ties.  Rarely does anything 
exceed the use of the jockey win percentage.  Let’s see how it compares with the Fr1 ranking tiebreaker 
on the previous page. 
 
Qp ranked (tiebreak w/Jockey win%)  Non-maidens FDirt 5.5-10.0f  
 

Ra   

nk      %Horses         %Winners        I.V.         ROI 

  1        12.9             19.9          1.54         0.87 
  2        12.8             16.0          1.25         0.83   
  3        12.8             14.6          1.14         0.81 
  4        12.8             13.2          1.03         0.81 
  5        12.7             11.6          0.91                    
  6        11.9              9.9          0.83 
  7         9.6              6.8          0.71 
  8         6.6              4.2          0.65 
  9+        7.9              3.8          0.48                            
                              

         (100.0)          (100.0)     
 
The Fr1 method does a better job of actual separation than the jockey-365 win%.  However, the jockey 
method proves a slight victor on the impact values from top to bottom.  And the bottom is just as 
important as the top as we want the negatives to be as pronounced as the positives.  If you are surprised 
by the effect of using jockey win rate over Fr1 to break ties, join the club.  The jockey method for 
breaking ties has no rival as a universal tool in my experience, even if it does often defy common sense. 

 
The QT3 and its Effect on Quirin Speed Point Ranking 

 

QT3 = top 3 Quirin speed points in each race added together.  The theory goes that the higher the QT3, 
the more likely a speed duel is to develop and compromise the chances of those with early foot.  That 
pivot number is thought to be about 20.  A figure of 24 QT3 is the maximum for any field.  Is the QT3 a 
fantasy or a worthwhile tool?  Does it have any practical application?  One way to find out is to use the 
same Qp ranking method above but test it only on races in which the QT3 was 20 points or higher.  If the 
impact is diminished on the top ranked horses, then the QT3 may be a realistic signpost.  
 
Qp ranked (tiebreak w/Fr1)  Non-maidens  Fast-Dirt 5.5-10.0f  
 

Ra   

nk      %Horses         %Winners        I.V.         ROI 

  1        13.1             18.6          1.41         0.92 
  2        12.9             14.5          1.12         0.79   
  3        12.7             13.8          1.08         0.82 
 
A fascinating dynamic has occurred here! 
I’ll only display the top three rankings above as they are the key players in the assumed QT3 speed duel.  
With each of the three top rankings, the impact value has dropped below the previous chart, indicating 
some shellshock due to an abundance of speed in the race.  However, the top ranked horses have made a 
significant upward shift in ROI.  Why did that happen if they are winning less often?  Best guess would 
be the public backs off on these early runners when a speed battle looms on paper.  So the speed of the 
speed remains a good bet (at fair odds) no matter what the apparent early competition will be.  The 2nd 
ranks took it on the chin in terms of both I.V. and ROI.  This is our best evidence that the early fracas 
took place as expected among these (QT3 > 19) groups and took its toll on a horse that was not quite fast 
enough to keep up.  Very good information on this chart that I hope will peak your interest in this rating. 
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Q & A on the Quirin Speed Points 
 

As I mentioned, we have had prolific feedback and many questions about the Quirin speed points and 
their application to handicapping.  I’ll try to cover some items of interest below.  I hope the data on page 
9, particularly the last test dealing with the QT3, enlightened somewhat about the value of speed point 
appraisal.  They are not great predictors of winners –  they are only an estimate of early potential at the 
first call – yet a very good prognostication tool for which sharp handicappers can find a variety of uses 
beyond raw analytical study. 
 
Q:  Could the Quirin speed points be used effectively at other points of call, perhaps the 2nd call or the 
stretch call?   
 

A:  I could test this by reconfiguring the Quirin speed points to by computed at the other calls.  I’ll try it 
for you next month and have a full report either in the newsletter or on our message board.  If it works at 
the 2nd call, I’ll expand it to the stretch call.  When Dr. Quirin derived his point method it was based on 
research from horses positions at the first call only.  There are some ideas in his point calculation that may 
not be applicable to other portions of the race.  For example, a sprinter entered in a route today, will 
receive credit if it was within 6 lengths of the first call in a recent sprint.  Would a sprinter that raced 
within 6 lengths of the 2nd call in a sprint be projected to run up close at the 2nd call (6f) in a route?  Not so 
sure on that one, but most of the other point derivations seem reasonable.  Worth a look for sure. 
 
Q:  Looking at each of the nine Qp values (0-8 points):  what percentage of horses from each point group 
actually show early speed (per Quirin definition) and how many actually make the lead? 
 

A:  I’m not positive, but I believe I did a study in a newsletter several years ago that answered the 
question of Quirin speed points and actually making the lead in a race.  That requires a study and 
extraction of whole-field chart data to compute and that takes considerable effort.  Maybe someone can 
find that article.  Last month’s newsletter studied “good effort” at the various levels of speed points.  One 
of the criteria for “good effort” was to be within 1 length at the 2nd call.  Close to 70% of the horses that 
had +7 or +8 Qp ran “good” and I would suspect that the majority of these qualified on the 1st call criteria.   
 

In general, I think you can multiple the speed point value by 10% to obtain the likely probability of the 
horse reaching the front or being involved with a tussle for the early lead.  An entrant with +8 points 
would probably see the front about 80% of the time.  This is a rough estimate, but is based on research 
that Quirin did originally in his book and my own recall of similar larger tests on our data. 
 
Q:  How can I use the Quirin speed point percentage in my handicapping, as opposed to the regular point 
values?  Why not just use the points themselves as a comparative tool? 
 

A:  The Quirin Speed Point percentage is based on adding up all the Quirin speed point values for the race 
and looking at what percentage each horse gets of the total.  It should already be obvious to anyone that a 
+8 Qp runner in a field with nothing over +5 is probably at a big advantage in getting the lead.  We don’t 
need to know that 38% of the total is his to assume this horse is a likely “lone front runner”.  Also, those 
at the lowest end of the spectrum, zero speed points, will also receive a zero percentage total.  So what is 
the reason for including the percentage value? 
 

It was my feeling that this number could be quite useful for researchers.  I placed the percentage values in 
the new export output in hopes that a spot play could be built on a combination of the speed point 
percentage and an early velocity rating (Fr1 or EP).  When testing large samples, the researcher will not 
be able to look at individual fields of horses and determine advantageous early speed at a glance.  A 
method of flagging the superior speed internally was my intention.   
 
As always, computer handicappers are enormously resourceful and will find methods of use for new data 
that I haven’t even thought of.  Please share your findings on our message board. 
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System and Angles 
Donnie’s Requested System – From the 1950’s ! 

 

Our resident HTR Access and db professor “Donnie” (Don Nadermann from Des Moines) must really be 
bored these days as he emailed me asking for some data to test a system of his.  The method he wanted to 
examine was leftover from the Jurassic era of handicapping (1950’s) and I was pretty amused when he 
requested it.  But who among us cannot admit to fascination with mechanical horse racing methods?  
Especially an idea that comes from one of those little paperbacks you can still find at a used bookseller.   
 
The era of Elvis was a glory period for thoroughbred racing in America.  There was plenty of 
unsubstantiated writing done on handicapping, most of it useless and undocumented even for its day.  It is 
from those old books that originated most of the ideas for the mail order junk systems that thrived for the 
next 40 years and are stilled sold today.  The mail order system sellers and $2 touts are on their final 
gasps in the early 21st century.  Will we feel melancholy when the last one passes into extinction?    
 
To find the profitable system that works on all races with a fixed set of rules is kind of like searching for 
the cure for the common cold.  It’s not that big of a deal, no one dies from colds and people can make 
money at the races anyway; yet if you could somehow find the cure for the cold or a horse system that 
worked it would be an awesome achievement and make a fortune for the discoverer.  If nothing else, it’s 
fun to test them.   
 
Donnie’s requested system has pretty simple rules.  His goal was to use a sound premise and add certain 
HTR factors to make it better.  I’ll just test the basic method for you here on a one-year data sample. 
 

1) Horse must have raced within last 14 days and worked within last 8 days. 
2) Horse must have won 20% of his races over last two years. 

 
I queried only horses with a minimum of 11 lifetime starts.  This insures we won’t get any qualifiers that 
are (1 for 5) or (2 for 10) in the data.  And I fudged on the workout rule and ignored it in favor of the 14-
day layoff rule only.  This is slipping on the rules a bit, but the goal is to find consistent winning horse 
that is returning quickly and presumably very fit and we can do that with those criteria.   
 
Plays   10,902 
Wins      2,034  
 

Win Percent     18.7 % 
ROI   0.91 
 
Well I’ve certainly seen worse results.  Pretty good method and seems to have some potential for 
longshots.  In fact, I already tried and tested an addendum – trainer win > 20%, – here are the results  
 
Plays   1,884 
Wins         475  
 

Win Percent     25.2% 
ROI   0.96 
 
Adding the stipulation for a high percentage trainer reduces the plays by 80% yet improves the win rate 
and the ROI considerably.    
 
Thanks to Don for passing this one along to us.    
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Late News 
 

Happy Year 2002 and thanks staying with us another year! 
 
Software update will have to wait for Rick to return from his vacation on January 8th.  
He has earned a New Years trip to see the grandchildren and we hope he gets a nice 
respite from babysitting us on the HTR message board 24 hours a day!  We all thank 
Rick for taking such excellent care of the Internet site and the excellent user forum that 
is now very widely read by serious handicappers everywhere.   
 
The new HTR2001 update fixes several reported problems and bugs and adds many of 
the suggestions I have received lately.  Some new stuff too. Thank you for the 
continued feedback and reports on its day-to-day use.  
 
Be sure to read about our upcoming contest on the message board “tournament” forum, 
get involved by January 11 and your good handicapping may earn some great prizes.   
      
HTR is a service of – 
 

KM Software 
PMB 315 
5024 Katella Ave 
Los Alamitos, CA  90720 
 

Voicemail:  714-366-1HTR 
Fax:  714-693-3399 
Email:  kmsoft@earthlink.net 
Free HTR website (software updates):  www.homebased2.com/km 

 
HTR Monthly Report is an on-line newsletter and is normally completed at the end of each month, then 
placed on the HTR member (download) web site.  This is not a free publication.  Monthly members of 
HTR can view the newsletter for no charge on-line, Adobe Reader software (free) required.  If you are not 
an HTR download customer, or prefer a printed version mailed to you, a newsletter subscription is 
available for a $79/year.  Comments and suggestions are always welcome. 
 
Products and services from KM Software 
HTR Unlimited Download: $119/mo includes the on-line edition of this newsletter. 
HTR Monthly Report newsletter: $79 for a one year subscription mailed 1st class. 
HTR Software FREE, requires download subscription for use. 
 Download the latest copy of HTR software from our web site. 

KM Software has been a licensed business in California since 1993. 
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